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1 Abstract 

This deliverable is part of Task 2.6. Urban Platform developments. This task is in 

charge of developing a number of services to improve city operation, decision making 

services, citizen engagement to ensure the interaction between the city of Valencia and 

its citizens. All these developments will follow the same principles: ensuring open data, 

interoperability through open APIs developments and assessing the evaluation process 

by considering the requirements of the Valencia monitoring plan outlined in Task 5.1. 

In this sense, the objective of this deliverable is to inform about the current state of 

development of the Urban Platform adaptation specifications in the city of Valencia. 

Valencia already has a working urban platform (VLCi), used by both city council 

services and citizens or third parties. Therefore, the task aims at adapting this platform 

to new MAtchUP services, improving it and adding new components based on open 

standards and taking the interoperability into account as an essential requirement. 

As far as the cities in the project share a similar objective, this deliverable D2.21 shares 

a common structure with the analogous deliverables of WP3, which is D3.21, and WP4, 

which is D4.21. Furthermore, this deliverable is an extension of the deliverable D2.9, 

presented in M12 as a first version of the document. This second version is due on 

M24 and explains the new advances and services related to urban platform that have 

been achieved in addition to the first improvements. The final version of this document 

will be delivered in M36.  
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2 Introduction 

2.1 Objective 

The objective of this deliverable is to report on the characteristics that the Urban 

Platform of Valencia (VLCi platform) should include to adapt it to new open data, new 

open APIs and the data integration requirements. 

In this sense, in the MAtchUP context, the requirements of the urban platform must be 

specified, taking into account the foreseen interventions and the objectives of the 

project. It is also worth noting that Valencia has already deployed an urban platform 

and every new service should be designed or adapted in order to be successfully 

integrated into the platform. These interventions have to be carried out taking into 

account the verticals in the project, which are mobility, energy, ICT and non-technical 

actions, without losing sight of some reference architectures for urban platforms and 

related European urban projects. 

Moreover, adaptation to the urban platform not only includes the addition of new 

datasets and services, but also the development and integration of new APIs and new 

procedures that enable the capability of loading data onto the platform and retrieving 

and analysing the collected data. At this stage of the project, this deliverable deals with 

the integration of new types of sensors, the adaptation of Open APIs and presents the 

existing Open APIs in VLCi. Furthermore, for the calculation of the interesting 

indicators or KPIs, a set of common basic data analysis operations must be defined. In 

this deliverable, the framework used in VLCi for Big Data is described. Information 

regarding KPIs and the monitoring plan is presented in the deliverables from WP5. 

Finally, tasks, actions and interventions must be translated to an action plan, defining 

those that are already done and those that are planned for the future. Although some 

results may be included in this stage of the project, the main outcomes of the project 

regarding urban platform adaptation will be reported in the final version of this 

deliverable. 

2.2 Contribution of partners 

The following Table 1 depicts the main contributions from participant partners in the 

development of this deliverable. 

Participant 
short name 

Contributions 

UPV Main Contents 

VAL Revision 

LNV Comments about ICT Actions 

WIT Comments about integration of sensors 

ITE Comments about Energy Actions and SHEMS 

ETRA Comments about Mobility Actions and Smart Controller devices 

Table 1. Contribution of partners 
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3 Requirements of the Urban Platform 

The requirements and specifications of an urban platform is the key part to understand 

and start developing the smart city platform. Hence, in this chapter we will describe in 

detail the urban platform that has developed each of the cities in the project. 

To begin with, the common specifications that an urban platform must have are listed. 

Then, the urban platform at the conceptual and physical level is described. Finally, 

other European projects related to the development of urban platforms are shown. 

3.1 Specifications of the Urban Platform 

Without loss of generality, it can be established that all urban platforms have common 

specifications because they have many components in common and share many 

elements, such as services, citizens and IoT devices. Obviously, beyond these 

common assets, every urban platform also has its own peculiarities that are reflected in 

extra specifications. For example, a city can decide whether information on waste 

management is collected in real-time, in which case the way to collect and process the 

information would be different technologically speaking. 

In light of this, a big picture of the common specifications required in an urban platform 

is shown below.  

 

Figure 1. Urban platform building blocks 

 

In Figure 1, the following common components and specifications can be highlighted: 

 

- The Context Broker will enable publication of context information by entities, referred 

as context producers, so that published context information becomes available to other 
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entities, referred as context consumers or sinks, which are interested in processing the 

published context information. 

- IoT Devices involve all sensors and devices that collect information from the city or 

the environment and are able to send that measurements to the urban platform. 

- The IoT Device Gateway could act as a relay or translator in those cases when some 

IoT devices cannot send their information to the context broker directly, because a lack 

of direct connectivity or because they use incompatible transport protocols. 

- In case the data should be loaded by means of batch processes, ETL and web 

services can be used in order to automate the data upload. 

- Big Data refers to the distributed storage of a huge amount of data that can be 

accessed in a reliable way, but also it is related to functions and processes to analyse 

pieces of data as quick as possible, obtaining analytics, statistics or indicators. 

- Open Portal involves the publication of those data that can be considered of public 

interest, improving government transparency and making datasets available for 

citizens, entrepreneurs or third parties that can take advantage of these functions to 

improve the social and business network.  

- Dashboards are the easiest way of representing all the data stored and processed in 

the urban platform. Using panels and graphs, city administrators or citizens can keep 

up with anything that the city is monitoring. The use of maps is another way of showing 

georeferenced information, enhancing the comprehension of data. 

- Security is an important piece of any urban platform, which may require mechanisms 

of authentication to ensure the correct operation of the platform. 

3.2 City Urban Platform 

In this section, each city urban platform is described. As far as this deliverable is about 

urban platform adaptation and specifications in Valencia, Valencia urban platform is 

explained in detail. For the other cities in the project, the reference to the deliverables 

regarding urban platform specifications is shown. 

3.2.1 Valencia Urban Platform 

Reference architecture (FIWARE) 

The Valencia Urban Platform is based on FIWARE, being Valencia the first city to 

adopt under real conditions this European Commission de-facto standard for smart 

cities. 

FIWARE is an open source platform founded by the European Union, which is 

characterized by obtaining, storing, processing and displaying relevant information from 

different sources in real time or through batch processes.  

In this context, it is one of the biggest European initiatives in the area of Future Internet 

developing a set of technology standards to lower the technological barriers to the 

cities and its providers. FIWARE provides a set of APIs that aim to ease the 

development of Smart Applications in multiple vertical sectors. The specifications of 
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these APIs are public and royalty-free. For each FIWARE component, an open source 

reference implementation is publicly available. 

 

Urban Platform Description (VLCi) 

Valencia has a global platform for smart city management (VLCi Platform), which is the 

main element of Valencia Smart City Strategy. This platform gathers the information of 

all the municipal services (following the integral vision of a smart city) and provides a 

compilation of key indicators for city management to be offered transparently to citizens 

and developers, as well as municipal managers to improve the efficiency in their daily 

activity. 

In this way, a set of verticals are available according to open data and open APIs 

specification. It allows the integration of diverse data through the IoT agents and 

aggregate them to calculate KPIs (nowadays more than 700 are obtained and 99 out of 

them follow the ISO 37120 standard, reaching the Platinum Certification on World 

Council on City Data 14). VLCi Platform became operational on January 1st 2014 and 

it already offers open data to developers, entrepreneurs and citizens in an open data 

platform through the APP Valencia, a mobile application focused on citizens.  

Moreover, VLCi Platform is based on the following principles to meet its objectives: 

1. Cloud-based solution, which provides scalability and robustness. 

2. End-to-end solution. The proposed solution not only handles the integration with the 

original elements of information, but also provides the tools to get value of such 

information and appropriately represent it for making correct decisions favouring the 

generation of desired efficiency tools. 

3. Ability to access several kinds of data and to integrate them. 

4. Use of open technologies. The selection of technologies in which is based the VLCi 

Platform has been made under strict criteria to maximize the benefits of open 

standards technologies (Open Source). Consciously, against alternative technologies 

with similar performance in the core of the Platform, aligned with FIWARE, it has opted 

for the solutions supported by formal standard bodies or those with open communities 

that facilitate free access to the specification design and implementation. This fact 

provides highly reusable modules, which are ready to receive contributions that enrich 

the solution in both performance and functionality, without sacrificing service standards 

and robustness inherent to the service provider solution design. 

5. High capacity processing for multiple data. 

6. Different ways of data distribution. The information collected, integrated and 

processed by the smart city platform has a high value as a generator of new business 

opportunities for companies and developers, or may simply be important to increase 

the knowledge and awareness of citizens to the services offered by the city of Valencia. 

7. Flexible solution and adapted to changes. VLCi Platform reflects the experience of 

the supplier in the different environments in which technological solutions have been 

developed, some of them exclusively M2M projects, but also as in other solutions that 

require systems integration and data processing at all levels. 
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Finally, it is remarkable that the VLCi platform follows open standards for the 

achievement of the goals shown in the list below. It is also important to highlight that 

FIWARE NGSI and CKAN are de-facto standards, although they are currently being 

under official standardization within the ETSI-ISG group as a context data management 

API. 

- Authentication: OAuth2.0 

- APIs development: FIWARE NGSI APIs, CKAN APIs 

- IoT/M2M communications: OMA LWM2M, CoAP, MQTT, HTTP 

- Geo-Information: GeoJSON (over NGSI APIs) 

- eGovernment data: FIWARE NGSI APIs, CKAN APIs 

- KPIs calculations: ISO 37120 

 

Platform building blocks 

Figure 2 depicts the building blocks and the technical diagram of the Valencia Urban 

Platform. 

 

Figure 2. Technical diagram of the Valencia Urban Platform 

As already mentioned, this platform is based on the standards and interfaces provided 

by FIWARE. Many of the elements shown in Figure 2 are components that belong to 

FIWARE. In this regard, the main components of the platform are described below: 

 

IoT Agents 

This FIWARE component collects all the observations that come from the devices and 

transforms them through the NGSi interface into events available in the Orion Context 

Broker component. In this way, applications can consume information sent by the 

devices and can send commands to those devices if they have the functionality of 

actuators. 

VLCi platform architecture (technical view)

Data Acquisition Layer

Data Analysis & Storage 
layer

Data Visualization layer

Platform core modules

Additional Modules

External Systems
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It is worth mentioning that each IoT Agent is bound to a different protocol. Therefore, 

depending on the device and the protocols it handles, a specific IoT Agent must be 

chosen to interact with this device. For example, if the device sends the information in 

JSON format, it should use the JSON IoT Agent. 

 

Orion Context Broker 

This FIWARE component is in charge of recovering, maintaining and introducing 

context information within the platform. In order to communicate with this component, 

the use of NGSi interface must be necessary. The NGSi interface provides the 

following functionalities: 

- Create context elements, which represent entities in the system. For example, a 

smart controller that measures the environmental conditions of a house. 

- Update or delete context information. For example, the smart controller updating the 

environmental conditions of the house in real time. 

- Notify any change in the context information. For example, inform of changes in the 

values of the environmental conditions of the house. 

- Query context information. For example, check the environmental conditions of a 

specific day. 

In order to perform all these functionalities, Orion Context Broker stores the information 

it receives in a database and it can be consulted, updated and or deleted later. 

 

Cygnus 

This FIWARE component subscribes to Orion notifications and is responsible for 

processing the data sent by the Orion Context Broker and adapting them to the 

different types of storage available in the platform, such as MySQL, MongoDB, CKAN 

or Hadoop. 

 

STH (Short-Term Historic) 

This FIWARE component is in charge of storing the data sent to the Orion Context 

Broker and allows the recovery of data in both the form of raw data and aggregated 

data. Like other components, it has an API to facilitate the exploitation of data. Usually, 

this component uses MySQL, MongoDB or PostgreSQL as underlying database 

technologies. 

 

ADB (Analytic Database) 

As the Short-Term Historic, this FIWARE component is responsible for storing the data 

sent to the Orion Context Broker and allows the retrieval of this historical data. The 

difference between the STH component and the ADB is that the former is commonly 

used to storage short term data, i.e. it does not preserve data for long periods, and the 

latter is used to store all interesting data that can be potentially used later. 
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BI (Business Intelligence) 

This element is a tool (or a set of tools) to analyse the historical data stored in ADB. 

 

Big Data (Hadoop) 

This element is responsible for storing the bulk data sent to the Orion Context Broker. 

In addition to the storing functions, this component also processes large datasets and 

offers functionality to handle that large volume of data. 

 

CKAN (Open Data Portal) 

This element acts actually as a tool for open data web portals. It facilitates the 

management and publication of data collections. Once data is published, users can use 

specific searches, either on the web or through an API. In addition to downloading the 

data, datasets can be viewed as tables, maps or graphs. 

 

ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) and ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) 

These elements are responsible for obtaining information from external sources that do 

not have compatible formats with the Orion Context Broker. Therefore, these 

components transform the information from these external sources into a compatible 

format (NGSi), and usually, they perform these operations through an automatic 

process. 

 

CEP (Complex Event Processing) 

This FIWARE component analyses the data coming from events or situations in real 

time, processes them and then sends a response according to those situations. In 

order to configure this component, a series of rules must be indicated to react to the 

situations that can occur to the data and, thus, it can be able to offer an adequate 

response. 

 

IDM (Identity Manager) and AUTH 

This FIWARE component is responsible for managing the identity, authentication and 

authorization for those agents interacting with the platform. Therefore, information 

regarding users, roles and profiles will be managed to offer authentication 

mechanisms. Also, the access policies will be checked to allow a user to access the 

data that has access granted. 

 

Administration and configuration portal 

This element provides a web interface to facilitate certain operations of the platform 

such as creation of services, subservices and users. Also, it allows the administration 

of entities, devices, subscriptions to information and rules for each of the services. 
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Environments 

In order to operate and integrate new developments into the VLCi platform, integrators 

should follow a full validation process. The available environments and the 

characteristics of each one are depicted in Table 2. 

Environment Env Owner Access From Deploy Resp Deploy Method Purpose 

Local / 
Development 

Integration 
Team 

Integrator 
Facilities 

Integration 
Team 

Manual Develop the application 
Perform the Unit and Component 
Testing 

Integration Platform City Hall 
Facilities 

Integration 
Team 

Manual Integration and Functional Testing 

Pre-
Production 

Platform City Hall 
Facilities 

Platform WorkOrder Test the Production deployment 
tasks 

Production Platform City Hall 
Facilities 

Platform WorkOrder Real Environment 

Table 2. Development and deployment of new components into VLCi 

3.2.2 Dresden Urban Platform 

The Dresden Urban platform is described in Deliverable 3.21. 

3.2.3 Antalya Urban Platform 

The Antalya Urban platform is described in Deliverable 4.21. 

3.3 Related European Urban Platforms 

In this section, we describe other European projects whose purpose is or has been to 

define or propose a smart city platform or architecture. 

An example of a European project is SmartSantander [1], developed between 2010 

and 2013 in the Spanish city of Santander. SmartSantander proposes a unique in the 

world city-scale experimental research facility in support of typical applications and 

services for a smart city, as depicted in Figure 3. Project results influenced the 

definition and specification of Future Internet architecture design from viewpoints of 

Internet of Things and Internet of Services. This unique experimental facility was 

sufficiently large, open and flexible to enable horizontal and vertical federation with 

other experimental facilities and stimulated development of new applications by users 

of various types including experimental advanced research on IoT technologies and 

realistic assessment of users' acceptability tests. The project helped create the 

deployment of approximately 20.000 sensors in Belgrade, Guildford, Lübeck and 

Santander, exploiting a large variety of technologies. 
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Figure 3. SmartSantander platform architecture 

 

The key functionalities developed in the project [2] are:  

- Validation of approaches to the architectural model of the IoT. 

- Evaluation of the key building blocks of the IoT architecture, in particular, IoT 

interaction and management protocols and mechanisms; device technologies; and key 

support services such as discovery, identity management and security. 

- Evaluation of social acceptance of IoT technologies and services. 

 

Another European project is DECODE: Decentralised Citizens Owned Data Ecosystem 

[3], developed between 2016 and 2019 and focused on enabling European citizens to 

produce, access and control their data and exchange contextualized information in 

real-time, and in a confidential and scalable manner. The developed architecture, 

Sentilo, is demonstrated through four pilots in Barcelona and Amsterdam, in the field of 

digital democracy, citizen sensing and collaborative economy. Sentilo is a platform 

intended to isolate and communicate the applications that are developed to exploit the 

information generated from the ground by the layer of sensors deployed across to 

collect and broadcast this information. The architecture is illustrated in Figure 4: 
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Figure 4. DECODE platform architecture: Sentilo 

 

The main modules are: 

- Restful API. 

- Web Application, which provides an administration console and some public 

visualizers. 

- Data publication & subscription system. 

- A memory database for storing real time data. 

- A non-SQL database for storing less volatile data, like the sensor’s catalogue. 

- Several agents, which extend the platform features. 

This architecture shares common functional components with the Valencia urban 

platform. VLCi is also a PubSub platform thanks to the Context Broker and different 

kind of sinks can be configured, such as database for real time data and for long 

periods or aggregated data. In addition, agents are also developed to extend 

compatibility to practically any kind of sensor and the possibility to add more agents to 

the platform. Finally, the platform can also be accessed through a restful API and has 

administration tools and dashboards accessible from a web application. 
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4 Progress on ICT Actions 

4.1 Smart Home Management System (SHEMS) – A.28 

SHEMS will be addressed to end energy users, either domestic or from services sector 

(energy maintainers). It will be based on a smartphone app, working through the VLCi 

platform and providing the following functionalities: Energy monitoring and consumption 

assessment for domestic users taking also into account, when available, the current 

status of RES and storage resources, therefore inducing a demand-side response. 

SHEMS will use data from sensors deployed in actions A2, A3, A4 and/or A5, as well 

as open data from the VLCi platform. Data gathered will be also stored for further 

individualized off-line analysis. 

During these two years [M1-M24], the following steps have been finalized and next 

milestones are under development: 

- Definition of general implementation plan of the action. Finished. 

- Specifications definition. Finished. 

- State diagram design and development of the system. Under development.   

 

Figure 5. Block diagram of SHEMS architecture 
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The design of ITE Platform has been completed during 2019. As it has been shown, 
ITE Platform has 6 modules: 

- SHEMS Play. Under development. 
- Management. Finished. 
- Tips generator. Under development. 
- Data Monitoring. Finished. 
- Energy model. Under testing. 
- KPI’s. Under development.  

The SHEMS App modules are the following: 

- Monitoring. Under development. Including: 
o Energy monitor (gas and electrical). Finished. 
o External and internal temperature monitor. Finished.  
o External and internal humidity monitor. Finished.  
o Luminary monitor. Finished. 
o Energy generator monitor. Under development 
o Energy store. Under development 

- User profile. Finished. Including: 
o Home management 
o Devices management 
o Invoices management 

- Tips. Under development. 
- SHEMS Play. Under development. 

 

   

Figure 6. SHEMS App: Monitoring dashboards 
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Figure 7. SHEMS App: User profile management  

Regarding communications: 

- Between VLCi and ITE Platform. Under testing. 
- ITE Platform and App. Under testing. 

The next milestones involve testing and integration with VLCi platform, which should be 

finished by November 2019. All the communication nodes of the actions A2, A3, A4 

and A5 should become operative during the period September 2019 - April 2020. 

4.2 Smart District Energy Management System (SDEMS) – A.29 

This action deals with the integration, into the VLCi platform, of an advanced and 

integrated energy management system at district level, which supports a decision-

making cockpit to enable energy efficiency actions. It is focused on energy managers 

and city planners who will make decisions thanks to advice and information provided by 

the system, which, at the same time, will use information from the VLCi urban platform. 

A Business Balance Scorecard (BBSC) will be implemented, taking into account a four-

perspective approach of a balanced scorecard (Financial, Customer, Internal business 

processes, and Learning and growth), in order to facilitate decisions to public 

authorities in terms of energy interventions at district level. For this purpose, a visual 

analytics tool will be integrated to provide stakeholders with the graphical information, 

which will be included in the VLCi platform. 

During these two years [M1-M24] the following actions have been carried out within this 

action: 

- Requirements definition: 

o Detailed action plan including a Gantt with the breakdown of all different sub 

actions with internal milestones and deadlines. 

o Regular meetings to follow up the conversations with the Valencia city 

council and the different municipal departments involved. 
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o Preliminary requirements identification and communication with the Valencia 

city for the definition of them. 

- Design: 

o Definition of the data models for integration with VLCi. 

o System user(s) definition: 

• Public buildings managers  

• Energy managers 

• Urban planners (VAL) 

Next milestones include the development of new system features: Smart controller of 

the action A5 can be offered with an additional system to track the amount of energy. 

The system will use the information in real time from the smart meter and generate 

strategies, such as demand response, to reduce energy consumption and, finally, the 

bill. 

4.3 Open data management - A.30 

Within the VLCi existing platform, new data resources will be integrated coming from 

the different data collection systems. Therefore, it will be necessary to publish non-

sensible and anonymized data (taking into account privacy and security aspects) for 

being queried and explored by citizens and developers willing to make use of it in order 

to create innovative services for the city. Therefore, this action focuses on the 

extension of an Open Data portal based on CKAN (“Comprehensive Knowledge 

Archive Network”) open source technology and Open APIs (A.31). The usage of the 

CKAN APIs together with the common data models specified will make sure the data 

can be queried and explored in a uniform and interoperable way, which will be able to 

be replicated by other cities. 

During these two years [M1-M24], the following steps have been finalized and next 

milestones are under development: 

- Definition of the data models for the IoT devices. Finalized. 

- Selection of the strategies to integrate the IoT devices in VLCi. Finalized. 

- Definition of datasets that will be openly available in the open data portal. Under 

development. 

Section 6 describes in detail the results obtained in this action regarding Open Data 

and management and adaptation. 

Next milestones will be to build datasets and provide access to make them open and 

publicly accessible by the end of 2020. 

The results of this action can be measured using the following ICT indicators: 

- I1. Improved interoperability 

- I2. Accessibility of open data 

- I3 Increase in online government services 

- I4. New open data sets by type of services 
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4.4 Open APIs - A.31 

The existing VLCi urban platform will be adapted and extended to provide open APIs 

(including open SDKs) for providing the capability of collecting, aggregating and 

analyze data, following the open data approaches from A.30. In this sense, the creation 

of these open APIs will facilitate the integration of new services into the VLCi platform, 

creating an innovative ecosystem. 

During the first two years [M1-M24], the following milestones have been achieved: 

- Identify possible useful APIs for citizens and/or external entities. 

- Participation in a working group with citizens, associations and local companies to 

identify necessities. 

- Define common programming languages and libraries to implement the Open APIs. 

Section 7 describes in detail the results obtained in this action regarding Open APIs 

and the development and explanation of new developed APIs. 

Next steps involve the deployment of new Open APIs and perform tests to validate the 

proper operation. 

The results of this action can be measured using the following ICT indicators: 

- I1. Improved interoperability 

- I3 Increase in online government services 

- I5. Quality of services through open APIs provided 

4.5 IoT devices integration with the VLCi Smart City platform – 
A.32 

The existing VLCi smart city platform in Valencia already offers a set of IoT adaptors 

(also known as IoT agents), that allow the platform to connect directly to those IoT 

devices supporting certain IoT device semantic languages (UL 2.0, Sensor ML) by 

making use of different transport protocols (OMA LWM2M, COAP, MQTT, HTTP). 

These IoT agents are in charge of adapting the IoT device semantics to the open APIs 

exposed by the VLCi platform (based on FIWARE NGSI). This action is therefore 

related to all the actions with IoT devices and others that consume the data generated 

by the IoT devices or deal with them. 

During these two first years [M1-M24], the following steps have been finalized: 

- Definition of the architecture for data transmission of the IoT devices. 

- Definition of the data models for the IoT devices. 

- Selection of the strategies to integrate the IoT devices in VLCi. 

- Connection to VLCi to develop the first tests. 

- Integration tests with simulated data. 

- Integration tests with real sensors (energy consumption and comfort parameters). 
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The sensors developed in MAtchUP can measure all the relevant variables needed to 

monitor and perform analysis of data. These sensors are developed by Witrac and 

Etra: 

Smart Sensor (WIT) 

The Smart Sensor is a fast, powerful and easy-to-install IoT device, capable of 

measuring several variables with high precision and autonomy, thanks to the 

integration of multiple sensors into a single device. It is designed for remotely 

monitoring temperature, humidity, lighting levels, power consumption, water, filling level 

and distance between points, in indoor and outdoor spaces. The communication 

technologies that can be used are WiFi, Cellular, Bluetooth, NB-IoT or LTE-M. The 

conditions in the project make cellular communications more feasible, becoming 

independent of the user connection availability. 

 

Figure 8. Smart Sensor (WIT)  

 

These smart meters are specially designed for Smart Building, to perform management 

of energy supplies, air quality control and presence and movement detection systems 

inside and outside buildings and homes; Transportation and Mobility, to perform 

monitoring of comfort variables inside, such as temperature, humidity and noise, 

access control and passenger counting, and general Smart City context, to carry out 

measurement of noise and environmental pollution, based on the evaluation of 

suspended particles. Some of the improvements and benefits that can be achieved 

using this kind of sensor are energy saving and efficiency; electricity, gas and water 

consumption optimization; improvement in air conditioning systems; detection of 

irregularities and alarms for smoke, fire, floods and high concentrations of gases and 

noise. 

Smart Controller (ETRA) 

The Smart Controller is an advanced multi-function digital single-phase smart meter in 

active and reactive energy. It includes a Linux based module which allows to deploy 

new features during its lifetime considering the evolution of the Smart Grid where it is 

connected. This module adds the capability to interface with different actors in the 

Energy Market like aggregators, grid operators and consumers. Wired communication 
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through ethernet or optical port can be used and wireless communication using Wi-Fi 

or 3G may be used as well. 

 

Figure 9. Smart Controller (ETRA)  

 

Next foreseen milestones are: 

- The deployment of smart sensors and smart controllers in specific houses and 

buildings under controlled conditions. These buildings will serve as beta testing 

sensors and communications with the platform. After successful tests, the deployment 

will be extended to interested users. 

- The deployments of smart sensors in vehicles. First tests will be done in hybrid buses 

and council e-vehicles. 

The results of this action can be measured using the following ICT indicators: 

- I1. Improved interoperability 

- I6. Number of users of the app/service 

4.6 IoT & Big Data analysis (KPI dashboard) – A.33 

This action covers the data analysis activities for the calculation of the new required 

KPIs (based on WP5 results) associated to the planned interventions in the city of 

Valencia and also the generation of valuable data insights based on the combination of 

real time and historic context information gathered from the executed interventions in 

the areas of energy optimization, sustainable mobility, high performance buildings and 

environment. 

During these two years [M1-M24], the following steps have been accomplished: 

- Definition of components in the urban platform architecture for Big Data analysis. 

- Selection of the Big Data functions to perform data analysis, depending on the nature 

of the input data and the expected results. 

- Definition of the KPI model for storing indicator values in the platform. 

- Development of rich dashboards to show information about real-time and historical 

measured data. 
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Section 8 describes the results obtained in this action, describing the components used 

for Big Data analysis, KPIs and dashboards. 

Next steps will include: 

- Developing tools for KPI calculation, including input data fetching when possible. 

- The design of new rich dashboards that include calculated KPIs and data 

visualization. 

The results of this action can be measured using the following ICT indicators: 

- I7. Number of new ISO 37120 KPIs calculated 
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5 Integration strategies 

In order for the project to be carried out successfully, it is necessary to plan the actions 

proposed in the definition and scope of the project, and how data will be gathered, 

transmitted and stored. Hence, this section is about describing data integration from 

the actions to be deployed in the city interventions. 

The diagram depicted in Figure 10 shows the city interventions conducted by each 

partner and how they are going to carry out the integration of the interventions. Each 

partner is involved in multiple interventions regarding the verticals defined in the 

project: energy, mobility, ICT and social and non-technical actions. The icons represent 

the city elements on which every partner have been working (buildings, lampposts, info 

panels, e-vehicles like e-bikes, e-cars, e-buses, etc.).  

 

 

Figure 10. Integration roles of MAtchUP partners in Valencia demo 

 

Mainly, each partner contributes in the following topics: 

- ITE: energy related issues for buildings and KPIs. 

- ETRA: smart control for buildings, lampposts, info panels, charging points and KPIs. 

- WIT: smart meters for buildings, e-bikes, e-cars and e-buses. 

- UPV: integration with VLCi, dashboard developments and KPIs. 

Next sections describe each intervention in detail, showing how data need to be 

obtained, sent and managed, within the Urban Platform context. 
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5.1 Energy 

This section shows the actions involved in the energy pillar that require data integration 

with the urban platform. 

Action A.2. PV integration 

Leader ITE 

Amount of sensors 400 sensors involving A2, A3, A4 

Type of sensors Power generation 

Real-time/non real-time near RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name pv_generation 

Dependencies A1, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11 

Public data No 

Platform integrator WIT 

Table 3. Integration strategies for A.2 

Action A.3. Electrical storage integration 

Leader ITE 

Amount of sensors 400 sensors involving A2, A3, A4 

Type of sensors Power energy filling level 

Real-time/non real-time near RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name pv_storage 

Dependencies A1, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11 

Public data No 

Platform integrator WIT 

Table 4. Integration strategies for A.3 

Action A.4. Smart meters for buildings 

Leader WIT 

Amount of sensors Several (per line per house) or one per house. 400 sensors involving A2, 
A3, A4 

Type of sensors Power, energy consumption; temperature, humidity, luminance 

Real-time/non real-time near RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name efficiency_energy; efficiency_comfort 

Dependencies A1, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11 

Public data No 

Platform integrator WIT 

Table 5. Integration strategies for A.4 

Action A.5. Next generation of smart control at building level 

Leader ETRA 

Amount of sensors One per power line 

Type of sensors Power measurements (all measurements from homologated smart 
meters) 
and aggregated data and indicators 

Real-time/non real-time near RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name smart_control 

Dependencies A1, A6, A7, A9, A10, A11 

Public data No 

Platform integrator ETRA 

Table 6. Integration strategies for A.5 
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Action A.26. Humble lampposts 

Leader ETRA 

Amount of sensors 12 

Type of sensors Lampposts: status, location, billing, charges, etc. 

Real-time/non real-time Status in RT, processed data in no-RT 

Communication interface Ethernet 

Service name charging_points 

Dependencies A20 

Public data Yes (except business data) 

Platform integrator ETRA 

Table 7. Integration strategies for A.26 

5.2 Mobility 

This section shows the actions involved in the mobility verticality that require data 

integration with the urban platform. 

Action A.15. 101 regional government eVehicles 

Leader VAL 

Amount of sensors 101 

Type of sensors Location, battery status 

Real-time/non real-time RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name council_evehicles 

Dependencies - 

Public data Yes 

Platform integrator WIT 

Table 8. Integration strategies for A.15 

Action A.16. 10 fully eBuses + 8 hybrid 

Leader EMT 

Amount of sensors 2 eBus + 8 hybrid 

Type of sensors Location, battery status, people counter, comfort parameters, driving 
pattern (velocity, acceleration), bus internal parameters 

Real-time/non real-time RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM or onboard WiFi 

Service name ebuses 

Dependencies - 

Public data Yes (with exceptions due to privacy issues) 

Platform integrator WIT 

Table 9. Integration strategies for A.16 

Action A.17. 2 e-bikes for disabled mobility and 3 e-bikes last mile logistics 

Leader VAL 

Amount of sensors 5 

Type of sensors Location, battery status 

Real-time/non real-time RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name council_ebikes 

Dependencies - 

Public data Yes 

Platform integrator WIT 

Table 10. Integration strategies for A.17 
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Action A.19. V2G pilot 

Leader LNV 

Amount of sensors 1 

Type of sensors Identification, injected energy 

Real-time/non real-time RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name v2g_monitoring 

Dependencies - 

Public data Depending on viability 

Platform integrator ITE 

Table 11. Integration strategies for A.19 

Action A.20. Management of charging system 

Leader ETRA 

Amount of sensors Depending on the amount of charging points  

Type of sensors Lampposts: status, location, billing, charges, etc. 

Real-time/non real-time Status in RT, processed data in non-RT 

Communication interface To be defined 

Service name charging_points 

Dependencies Related to A26 and A29 

Public data Yes (except business data) 

Platform integrator ETRA 

Table 12. Integration strategies for A.20 

Action A.23. 2 multimodal hubs 

Leader VAL 

Amount of sensors 2  

Type of sensors Information displayed in panel (mobility, citizen info), hardware status 

Real-time/non real-time RT (maybe some displayed info in non-RT) 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name info_panel 

Dependencies - 

Public data Yes 

Platform integrator ETRA 

Table 13. Integration strategies for A.23 

Action A.24. Eco-driving patterns to optimize the performance of electric buses 

Leader WIT 

Amount of sensors - 

Type of sensors - 

Real-time/non real-time RT (alerts) and non-RT (KPIs) 

Communication interface - 

Service name ecodriving 

Dependencies A16 

Public data Yes (with some exceptions due to privacy issues) 

Platform integrator WIT 

Table 14. Integration strategies for A.24 

Action A.25. Management of EV parking places 

Leader ETRA 

Amount of sensors One per multiple parking slots 

Type of sensors Cameras 

Real-time/non real-time RT 

Communication interface M2M with SIM 

Service name - 

Dependencies - 

Public data - 

Platform integrator ETRA 

Table 15. Integration strategies for A.25 
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5.3 ICT 

This section shows the actions involved in the ICT verticality that require data 

integration with the urban platform. 

Action A.28. Open source Smart home energy management system 

Leader ITE 

Output data KPIs for the urban platform 

Real-time/non real-time non-RT 

Service name shems_app 

Dependencies A2, A3, A4, A5 

Public data No 

Platform integrator ITE 

Table 16. Integration strategies for A.28 

Action A.29. Open source Smart District energy management system (DSS) 

Leader ETRA 

Output data KPIs for the urban platform 

Real-time/non real-time non-RT 

Service name sdems 

Dependencies A5 

Public data Public KPIs, private app for the City Council 

Platform integrator ETRA 

Table 17. Integration strategies for A.29 

 

5.4 Social and non-technical 

There are some social and non-technical actions that aim to foster citizen participation 

and engagement. Results from these actions regarding citizen involvement will be 

integrated in the urban platform, using the generated KPIs in these interventions. 

For that purpose, the main city social and economic variables have been defined and 

multiple questionnaires for social impact and social acceptance have been elaborated 

within the context of WP5. The outcome from these questionnaires is loaded into the 

platform, generating new datasets or appending the content if they already exist. 

Whereas technical indicators are explained in deliverable D5.1, economic indicators 

and social impact and acceptance indicators are described in D5.2 and D5.3, 

respectively. 

Non-technical indicators are collected and summarized in spreadsheets, as Figure 11 

depicts: 

 

Figure 11. Non-technical indicators collected in a spreadsheet 
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These spreadsheet files serve as input data to fill the related dataset information 

defined in the urban platform. This data can be uploaded to the urban platform using 

ETL procedures available on Valencia urban platform. This process can be automated 

and scheduled programmatically and jobs can be defined using open source software, 

such as Talend Open Studio [4], as shown in Figure 12: 

 

 

Figure 12. Visual tool for social indicators integration into urban platform 

 

Social indicators are parsed from spreadsheet files taking into account each column 

meaning and data type. Filtering and translation of types can be applied before sending 

to the platform. Then, an NGSI connector is configured to communicate with the 

context broker component (Orion) of VLCi platform. The job can be exported and run 

every time a specific spreadsheet changes or at a certain interval of time. 
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6 Open Data Adaptation 

Nowadays, daily life activities in a city produce huge amounts of information that is 

managed by city councils or municipalities. This information constitutes a very valuable 

asset for the municipal entity and especially for citizens. This asset has already 

become a key element for the social-economic activity of the city, since municipalities 

have provided, historically, to a greater or lesser extent, information to their citizens 

generally only related to their rights and obligations. Now, thanks to current technology, 

there exists an opportunity for municipalities to share with their citizens the information 

generated by the city in a faster and more efficient way. Therefore, new policies must 

be applied to take these facts into account. 

The axes on which these new policies are based are those of information transparency, 

the promotion of the reuse of public data, the effective implementation of codes of good 

governance and good practices, and the proactive participation of citizens in the 

processes of making decision on public policies. 

In order to face this new opportunity regarding open data, the Valencian government 

(Generalitat Valenciana) published Decree 220/2014 in December 2014 [5] by which 

the Regulation of Electronic Administration of the Valencian Community was approved. 

This decree aimed at promoting the full incorporation of information and communication 

technologies into administrative activity, and into the relationship between citizens and 

public administrations of the Valencian Community. In addition, principles of citizen-

focused and transparency in electronic administration intervention and management 

were introduced, as well as access to contents and electronic services of the 

Generalitat Valenciana. 

It is worth highlighting that this Decree establishes the regulation of the electronic 

relationship between the Generalitat Valenciana and the citizenship, especially 

regarding citizen services, transparency and access to public information, the reuse of 

public sector information and open data provision, and civic participation. Furthermore, 

this relationship will be established through a corporate portal of the Generalitat 

Valenciana, from which data, information, and contents will be disseminated under the 

principles of reuse and open data in benefit of citizens, the private sector and other 

administrations. The aim is also to promote the Open Government and its values of 

transparency, participation and collaboration, providing the citizen with information of 

general interest and with access to reuse data of interest, among others. 

This decree was the starting point for other governmental actions such as Law 2/2015 

[6] that was published in 2015 in the Generalitat Valenciana, which approved the 

“Transparency, Good Government and Civic Participation” of the Generalitat 

Valenciana. This law focused on participation, on opening of information and co-

production of knowledge and services with the help of technologies. The new approach 

provided by this law is a society that co-produces knowledge and public policies, 

generating public worth, and fully legitimized to access, without any further restriction 

than the strictly necessary, to the set of data that creates and manages the set of 

public administrations and their instrumental sector. In short, it is about treating the 

citizen as a subject of such public actions, and not only the government and its 

administrations. 
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It is worth highlighting that this law emphasizes and redefines the term of open data, 

understood as a way to offer people the information that the public sector manages, 

with the aim of facilitating the generation of added value. Hence, the information and 

data created and managed by different administrations are assets that become 

available for citizen interactions, business or third sector initiatives, or academic 

research, among others. It is also worth emphasising that, in order to guarantee the 

dissemination and transparency of objective, accurate and up-to-date public 

information, the organizations included in the scope of application of this law will adopt 

policies of integral information management, both in analogue and electronic support, 

and will design and implement systems and technical and organizational measures 

needed to ensure the interoperability, security, integrity, conservation and accessibility 

of the information, as well as the integration of data sets.  

Another important aspect of this law is that it regulates transparency in public activity 

and marks obligations to disseminate information for Valencian public entities. This law 

ensures that they must publish, at least on their web sites, updated and structured the 

following information: 

1. Economic, budgetary and statistical information like contracts, extensions of 

contracts, statistical data on contracts awarded, agreements, subsidies, annual 

accounts, public debt, inventory of goods and rights, fixed-cash expenses, cost of 

advertising campaigns and institutional promotion, updated information on surveys and 

opinion studies. 

2. Information of legal relevance like current regulations, draft laws or draft legislative 

decrees, draft regulations, reports and memories, and standards. 

3. Institutional, organizational and planning information as a relationship of 

competences and transfers of functions and services, organizational structure of each 

organization, organic staff of vacancies, list of jobs, annual offer of public employment, 

administrative procedures, portfolio of services, statistical information disaggregated on 

the number and distribution by organizations and bodies or entities of union 

representatives of public employees, and evaluation reports on public policies and 

quality of public services. 

4. Information regarding senior management and similar positions, like functions of 

their position, registration of gifts received for the reason of their position, declaration of 

assets, activities and economic rights, travels and institutional agendas. 

5. Information related to territory, urban planning and environment, like urban plans and 

the environmental legislation. 

6. Other contents object of publication, like information about results, activity and 

financing of public spending policies (health, education, and social services).  

Finally, indicate that every year the Valencian government offers subsidies to local 

entities of the Valencian Community, such as city councils or citizen entities, for the 

promotion of citizen participation, transparency and access to public information. 

In this sense, Valencia made available to citizens a catalogue of public data offered in 

an open data web portal [7], where citizens can obtain information generated by the 

city. Moreover, this open portal has recently obtained the ISO 37120 platinum 
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certification for 99 urban indicators, which allows the homogeneity of the indicators and 

their data for the correct comparison with other Spanish and international cities.  

The aforementioned indicators are published on the website of the World Council on 

Open Data Portal [8] and show useful information on data collected in the city, such as 

the total population, population percentages by age range, unemployment rate, total 

use of residential electric power per capita, annual energy consumption of public 

buildings or noise pollution, among others. 

All the data generated by the project will be integrated into the urban platform of 

Valencia and will be published as public data in an open data portal based on CKAN, 

so that they can be accessed by any citizen. In addition, a specific section of open data 

catalogue will be created with the new datasets generated in this project, obtained from 

the data collection systems used for this project. 

In addition, the city council of Valencia has been evaluated in terms of transparency 

through Dyntra [9]. Dyntra is a collaborative platform that works on the measurement 

and management of open government in organizations and for civil society. 

The assessment of transparency is based on the DAM index (Dyntra City Councils and 

Municipalities), which is an index that they have created in Dyntra. This index has 159 

indicators that are encompassed in the different measurement groups, such as 

municipal transparency, participation and citizen collaboration, economic-financial 

transparency, services contracting, urban planning and public works, and open data. 

The city council of Valencia is in the 32nd of the DAM index with a result of 71.7% in 

the transparency evaluation, as shown in Figure 13. The chronological evolution of 

transparency for Valencia City Council is illustrated in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 13. DAM index assessment for the Valencia City Council 
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Figure 14. Chronological evolution of transparency for the Valencia City Council 

 

In the design phase of datasets, the specific dataset design will take into account the 

fact that the datasets are adapted to the FIWARE data models [10]. For this purpose, 

FIWARE models have been studied in order to use standard models to ensure the 

maximum compatibility, replicability and interoperability between components, systems 

and platforms. 

6.1 Open Data Specifications 

As aforementioned, the data generated by the project will be integrated into the urban 

platform of Valencia and will be published as public data in an Open Data Portal based 

on CKAN so they can be accessed by citizens. In addition, a specific open data 

catalogue will be created with those datasets generated by this project using the 

different data collection systems of this project as sources. 

In order to ensure the interoperability of the implemented Open Data Portal with other 

existing Open Data catalogues and portals, we will also include the necessary standard 

mechanisms (DCAT-AP) to enable the harvesting of datasets from external Open Data 

catalogues, as well as exporting Open Data sets to other external catalogues. 

In the case of Valencia, the datasets of the project could be integrated into other open 

data portals such as the government of Spain [11] or the European Union [12]. 

Moreover, we should indicate that the Open Data Portal of Valencia leads the ranking 

of the best open data portals in Spain according to a study published in the digital 

journal eSMARCITY [13]. In this study, the content of the open government portals was 

evaluated and analysed. This content was obtained from 63 Spanish cities chosen 

among the 115 open data initiatives integrated into the data portal of the Government 

of Spain. An example of this assessment is shown in Figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Assessment of Open Data websites in Spain 

 

The main conclusion of the study shows that Spanish cities have decided to open their 

data in a very heterogeneous way. It has shortcomings in both form and content 

because they have not followed a common strategy. They have found cities that have 

only one transparency portal and have not opened their data, or many other cities have 

a specific website with limited content, irrelevant, confusing or does not meet Open 

Data criteria. The study finally remarks that cities such as Valencia, among very few 

others, are as advanced in their development and quality as London or San Francisco. 

Regarding the assessment, Open Data must follow a series of specifications to 

guarantee transparency and citizen participation: 

- The level of data openness. 

- The availability of data. 

- The terms of use and the applicable licenses. 

- The frequency of data updates. 

In addition, open data must follow a series of principles: 

1. Public nature. The maximum possible openness of data should be adopted, without 

forgetting the privacy and confidentiality of certain types of data. 

2. Accessibility. Open data must be available in different types of formats and these 

formats must not be of proprietary software nor should they have restrictions on their 

use. 

3. Full descriptive. Open data must have associated documentation, metadata, data 

dictionary or any type of description that have information to understand each of the 

piece of data. 

4. Reusability. Open data must be available under open license that does not impose 

restrictions on its use. 

5. Always updated. Open data should be available as fast as necessary to preserve the 

value of the data. The frequency of publication must be taken into account. 

6. Authorship. Open data must have information about the source of data collection. 
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Finally, Figure 16 shows a five-star development scheme for open data suggested by 

Tim Berners-Lee. 

 

 

Figure 16. Five-star development scheme for open data 

 

 1 star (PDF): Open data is available on the network, but without structure or format. 

The citizen could see, print, save, change and share these data. 

 2 stars (XLS): The open data is structured in proprietary software. The citizen could 

do everything shown in "1 star", plus processing directly with proprietary software to 

make computations or to export these data to another structured format. 

 3 stars (CSV): The open data is structured in free software. The citizen could do 

everything shown in "2 stars", plus manipulating data in any way without restriction 

of proprietary software. 

 4 stars (RDF): The open data is structured in URIs under W3C standards. Citizens 

could do everything shown in "3 stars", plus linking data from any other site or 

combining them with other data. 

 5 stars (LOD): Open data are coming from different sources linked under similar 

standards. Citizens could do everything shown in "4 stars", plus discovering more 

related data or learning about the data schema. 

 

This project aims at providing the higher level of openness, ensuring at least 3 stars or 

more.  

6.1.1 Open Data Privacy and Security 

According with the tasks in the project, it will be necessary to publish non-sensible and 

anonymized data (taking into account privacy and security aspects) for being queried 

and explored by citizens and developers willing to make use of it in order to create 

innovative services for the city. Therefore, it must be ensured that the data can be 

queried an explored in a uniform and interoperable way, which will be able to be 

replicated by other cities.  
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This section will include the implementation of the proper security access levels and 

flow control mechanisms in order to distinguish which users/user profiles can access, 

thus, avoiding disturbance of the city normal operation. 

In any case, it is worth highlighting that the data generated by the project will be 

integrated in an anonymous and aggregated way in the Valencia's urban platform and 

will be accessible by all citizens. Sensitive information will never be available in the 

open data portal. Data will be always stored and processed following the EU General 

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), as explained in deliverable D2.23. 

6.1.2 Open Data Operability 

Each city will have a catalogue of project data and this catalogue will have 

specifications common to all cities, which will serve as the basis for the creation of a 

new catalogue of project data. For this, a template has been created collaboratively for 

the definition of this catalogue. 

All partners of the project will fill in a collaborative template and this template will be 

delivered to the municipal services of the city so that they indicate which data will be 

published in order to offer citizens the largest number of useful and quality open data. 

Currently, the template looks like Table 18 for datasets and Table 19 for the dataset 

fields. 

Name Dataset  

Description Dataset  

Actions involved  

Provider Dataset  

Ownership Dataset  

License Public/Private 

Update frequency  

Type of data acquisition Batch/RT/no-RT 

Year of collection  

Collection data procedure  

Vertical ICT/Energy/Mobility/Social/Non-technical 

Formats pdf, csv, geojson, kml, ... 

Table 18. Dataset Template 

 

Dataset Fields 

Name Field Description Field Active/Static Type Field Units Field 

     

Table 19. Dataset Fields Template 
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6.2 Open Data Sources 

Open data sources will be reported later in the final version of this deliverable, because 

the city council is studying which open data will be published.  
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7 Open API Adaptation 

Following the approach of openness, as it was seen in the previous section, the 

existing VLCi urban platform will be adapted and extended to provide Open APIs for 

providing the capability of collecting, aggregating and analysing data, following the 

open data approaches.  

For this purpose, new Open APls adapted to the city will be created and will also be 

offered to citizens so that they can develop new applications or solutions that can help 

make a better city of Valencia. 

7.1 Open APIs context 

The Open Application Programing Interfaces (Open APls) provide services and/or 

public data to other developers, which can create new applications using the provided 

Open APls. 

An API is a description of how to interact with a software component. With this goal in 

mind, it is facilitated to the developer an abstraction and a functional specification of the 

component. In other words, an APl is a logic interface, designed for other developers, 

of the functionality of a component that hides its internal implementation details. 

There are both Open APls and Private APls. The first ones are of public use, as 

opposed to the latter, which are for internal (private) use. In addition, Open APIs permit 

interoperability and exchange of data among different external services. 

The term "Open" in "Open API" should not be confused with Open Source Software. In 

Open APIs it is not allowed to access to the original code, either for modification or 

redistribution. Only access to those services or public data provided by the API 

developer is allowed. On the contrary, Open Source Software allows full access to the 

source code of the software component. 

Usually, Open APIs have certain restrictions, such as the maximum number of daily 

requests, the maximum duration of each request, or the way in which the API is used 

depending on the types of user defined. In the new APIs that are being developed, it 

will be necessary to limit the number of requests and the maximum time assigned to 

the request, in order to not saturate the servers that host the architecture of the urban 

platform. 

7.2 City APIs 

Smart cities make available to citizens an easy access to public services and data of 

the city by means of Open APIs with the aim of providing tools to implement 

applications. This way, Smart cities offer opportunities to entrepreneurs for developing 

new businesses or services that improve the citizen life. 

Regarding access to data, and following the recommendations of the document "Open 

API recommendations for cities" [14], we should bear in mind that it is not always the 

best practice to publish all the data through an API. For instance, it may not be 
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necessary to create an API for data that is updated very infrequently (e.g. once a year), 

since it would be enough with storing these data in file format on an open data website. 

In addition, the following recommendations indicate the necessary conditions that a 

Smart City API must meet to be considered and Open API: 

- Openly documented: The API must be fully documented and the documentation 

must be accessible on Internet without restrictions. 

- Possible to take into use: The API must be accessible through the Internet. It may 

require user registration, but it will not be limited to payment per its use. 

- Testable: The API must be able to be tested. To do this, a sample code will be 

provided to test the functionality of the API. 

The Open APIs that already exist in the city of Valencia all meet these conditions. The 

new ones that will be developed also will follow the same guidelines. 

7.2.1 Existing City APIs 

In Valencia City, there exist APIs, already created, available on the Portal de 

Transparencia y Datos Abiertos (Transparency and Open Data Website) of the City 

Council of Valencia [5], and other APIs already available on FIWARE for the urban 

platform. 

Regarding Transparency and Open Data Website, the city council has made available 

the following APIs, which allow to access the data catalogue to obtain a dataset in a 

straightforward way:   

- API CKAN: This API is the one that implements CKAN, which is one of the most 

popular platforms for publishing open data and has a full documentation [15]. 

Some examples of using this API are: 

 Simple data catalogue: 

http://apigobiernoabiertocatalog.valencia.es/api/3/action/package_list 

 

 Extended data catalogue:  

http://apigobiernoabiertocatalog.valencia.es/api/3/action/package_search 

 

 Groups list (sectors):  

http://apigobiernoabiertocatalog.valencia.es/api/3/action/group_list 

 

 Labels list:  

http://apigobiernoabiertocatalog.valencia.es/api/3/action/tag_list 

 

 All the information of a data set: 

http://apigobiernoabiertocatalog.valencia.es/api/3/action/package_show?id=[id_

distribucion] 

 

- API RTOD (Real Time Open Data): This API is the one that implements RTOD, 

used to serve distributions with periodic updates in real time or near real time. With 

this API, it is possible to access both the list of available distributions and their 

data. Some examples of use are: 
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 List of available distributions along with information relative to them. The 

answer returns identifier, title, author, number of resources and date of the last 

update of each distribution. 

http://apigobiernoabiertortod.valencia.es/apirtod/rest/collections.json.  

 

 List with the representation of the resources of a specific distribution. The 

answer returns the parameterized information of each resource in the collection. 

http://apigobiernoabiertortod.valencia.es/apirtod/rest/datasets/[id_distribucion].js

on.  

 

- Georeferenced Data API: This API is used to obtain georeferenced data following 

the indications in the documentation [16]. To use the API it is necessary to apply 

for credentials in the Transparency and Open Data Website of the City Council. 

Some examples of use of this API are: 

 Cerca de Mí (Close to me): It allows you to obtain the three closest elements 

to the user's position of the following interest points: public car parking with 

empty places; Valenbisi (public rental bicycles) stations with available bicycles 

and/or free ranks; clothing, glass, solid waste, and/or battery containers; taxi 

stops; public Wi-Fi hotspots; and city traffic information in real time. 

 

 Points of interest: Obtains the points of interest from a position and with a 

given radius of action grouped by topics such as municipal facilities, public 

transport, Fallas, monuments, etc. 

  

Regarding the FIWARE APIs for the urban platform (authentication required): 

- APIs of the different Generic Enablers: Each one of the Generic Enablers that is 

used in the urban city platform of Valencia have Open APIs for their use. Some 

examples of these APIs are: 

 Context Broker GE (Orion): Allows you to manage and consult the context 

information that is uploaded to the platform [17]. 

 

 IDAS (IoT Agent): Allows provisioning devices and upload information from 

devices to the context broker [18].  

 

 Cygnus: Allows managing the use of the different sinks by the context broker to 

host data into them [19]. 

7.2.2 New City APIs 

The new APIs developed in the project framework will be described below. 

The APIs that are developed are addressed to their use by citizens in general and by 

entrepreneurs in particular. It is the aim that the APIs to be developed are useful for the 

implementation of new applications by entrepreneurs or novice developers. 

7.2.2.1 Bike sharing service prediction 
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The information about the bike sharing public service of Valencia (Valenbisi) can be 

accessed through the urban platform. On the one hand, the list of existing stations can 

be obtained using the CKAN API. This data could be classified as static information 

because number and location of stations barely change over time. On the other hand, 

the status of each station is fetched in real-time because the information about how 

many bikes are available or how many free spots are left is needed when a user needs 

to take a bike or park a bike. Hence, this API is accessed through a real-time 

georeferenced endpoint. In this sense, the existing API provides data about stations 

near to the user and in the moment the user requests the information. 

This new proposed Open API will provide users with information about the status of 

stations near to an area and in a specific time and day. Using historical data, this 

service will be able to predict the number of free bikes and spots in a specific station 

using big data analysis functions. The API is programmed using Python and Map 

Reduce functions, which are functions used for big data analysis and will be seen in 

Section 8. 

The architecture of the API is shown in Figure 17: 

 

Figure 17. Block diagram of bike sharing service prediction API 

 

The information retrieved for every bike sharing station is shown in Table 20. This 

information is obtained periodically and stored as historical data for the analysis. 

Field Description Type 

id Identification number of the station static 

name Human-readable name static 

lat Latitude of location static 

lon Longitude of location static 

updated Updating time dynamic 

total Total amount of spots dynamic 

available Amount of bike available dynamic 

free Amount of free spots for parking dynamic 

open Whether the station is open or unavailable dynamic 

Table 20. Fields for bike sharing historical data analysis 
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The static fields are retrieved initially when the station list is fetched and they are not 

changed unless the station list changes somehow, e.g. a new station is added or the 

location of a station is changed. The fields marked as dynamic are obtained 

periodically at intervals of 15 minutes for every station. When the historical data is big 

enough, the analytical process can be launched. 

At this stage of the project, data is still being collected. The API is foreseen to be 

available for the next milestone M36. 

7.3 Benefits of Open API 

There are many benefits of Open APIs. The first one is that an Open API is a useful 

tool for the developers community that makes easy the collaboration and cooperation 

among them. The second one is that an Open API helps both new developers to create 

more powerful applications that they would not be able to create by themselves and 

experienced developers who can improve their own services with less effort and time. 

As a third benefit, Open APIs are easier to use to implement applications than the 

classical method of consisting in getting and modifying the source code of a particular 

software. 

Furthermore, most of the Open APIs are very well documented, with tutorials and 

examples of code of using the API. An example of this is Apiary [20], which is an API 

documentation platform in which it can be found the specification and examples of use 

of numerous APIs, such as the Open APIs of FIWARE components, and also Swagger 

[21], a tool for documenting and developing Open APIs. 
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8 Big Data Functionalities and Adaptation 

In MAtchUP, calculation of some KPIs will be carried out using the analysis of Big Data 

as the main input [22]. In Valencia demo, this task is addressed in action A.33. This 

action will cover the data analysis activities for the calculation of the new required KPIs 

(based on ISO37120) associated to the planned interventions in the city of Valencia.  

The executed interventions in the areas of energy optimization, sustainable mobility, 

high performance buildings and environment will end up with a generation of a huge 

amount of data. New devices, such as smart controllers in buildings or in buses, will 

send data in real time to the urban platform, and then, KPIs will be generated after the 

analysis of this considerable volume of data. Usually, this vast amount of data is 

commonly known as Big Data. 

Not only the term Big Data makes reference to such a big and complex amount of data 

beyond the traditional processing mechanisms, but also to the processing techniques, 

analysis and exploitation of those big data volumes that support the extraction of 

valuable information from these data. 

Regarding the exploitation and analysis of the obtained data in the execution of the 

aforementioned interventions, MAtchUP will use both real time data and historical data 

stored in archives. It is worth noting that Big Data analysis will be carried out inside the 

urban platform previously described. 

Moreover, the basic functionality needed to analyse common data from the cities will 

be divided in functional building blocks as far as possible, in order to obtain a modular 

and reusable system, with the aim of ensuring the replicability in other cities. 

There are several ecosystems prepared for the analysis of Big Data. Valencia urban 

platform (VLCi) makes use of Apache Hadoop [23]. Hadoop is an open source software 

framework for distributed storage and processing of very large data sets, based on a 

modular cluster distribution with several nodes. Next sections will describe the different 

components of the VLCi Big Data platform in more detail. 

8.1 Big Data Analysis Platforms 

As already mentioned, the platform chosen for the Big Data analysis is Apache 

Hadoop. This is one of the most popular and widely used platforms today. This platform 

is distributed under the Apache License 2.0. 

In Hadoop, the following core components can be found: 

 - Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), used for storing data in the Hadoop 

ecosystem. HDFS is a distributed file system, scalable and optimized for storing a big 

amount of data, commonly used in clusters of nodes. Internally, every file to be stored 

is divided into one or more blocks with the same size (64 MB or 128 MB each by 

default) and these blocks are distributed for storing among the nodes of the cluster. 

- Map Reduce is a programming model included into the Hadoop ecosystem used for 

distributed processing. This programming model allows processing in parallel a large 

amount of data distributed all along the Hadoop cluster. Map Reduce is based on the 
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paradigm of parallel algorithm design called “Divide-and-Conquer”, which consists of 

solving a problem by dividing it recursively in smaller subproblems until the derived 

subproblems are small enough to be solved without no more partitioning. Following this 

approach, Map Reduce divides the whole computation into smaller sets of computation 

whose results are recombined at the end of the processing to give rise the final 

solution. Thus, the processing consists of two stages. In the first one, named Map, data 

is partitioned in small pieces that are mapped onto the nodes of the cluster. Input data 

is a list of pairs key-value. In the second stage, named Reduce, the resulting output 

data produced by the Map processes, that are cast into several lists of pairs key-value, 

are gathered by the Reduce processes that combine them into output lists, each one 

for a different key.  

The two core components interact with each other as can be seen in Figure 18:  

 

Figure 18. Workflow diagram for Hadoop architecture 

 

As it can be seen in the diagram, the input files are divided and mapped onto different 

nodes. The result of the Map process generates key-value pairs that are grouped by 

key. Thus, the data with the same key will be sent later to the same Reduce process. 

The Reduce process combines each group of key-value pairs with the same key within 

a single key-value pair and saves the results in files. Then, HDFS is used to read the 

input file and to write the output file at the end of the process. 

At the level of use of these components, it is necessary to define the Map function and 

the Reduce function that are necessary to express the transformation we want to 

perform. Both the Map function and the Reduce function can be implemented using 

different languages like, e.g. Java or Python. 

Other components of Hadoop are: 

- Hive, is a tool contained into the Hadoop ecosystem that exposes a SQL interface to 

the user. With Hive it is possible to perform data analysis through SQL queries that the 

tool transforms into MapReduce functions. At the user level, it is necessary to define 
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the schema of the database along with the tables and data types typical of structured 

databases before carrying out the initial data load. Once all this initial structure is built 

and is loaded, all desired SQL queries can be performed. 

- Pig, is a tool that exposes a scripting interface to the user in the Hadoop ecosystem. 

With Pig it is possible to create Map and Reduce functions in a simple way using a 

dedicated programming language called Pig Latin. This language is simple and its 

notation is close to the SQL syntax. 

- Hadoop User Experience (HUE), is a tool used as a web interface in the Hadoop 

ecosystem. With HUE it is possible to view data of the HDFS files, to edit Map and 

Reduce functions with the Hive editor, or to make queries with the Pig editor. In few 

words, HUE it is the tool that acts as a graphical interface to Hadoop. 

In addition to these components, the Hadoop framework has others, such as YARN (a 

framework for job scheduling and cluster resource management) or Avro (a data 

serialization system), etc. However, for the development of this project, the available 

components in the urban platform of Valencia are depicted in Figure 19: 

 

Figure 19. Hadoop framework available in VLCi 

8.2 Benefits of Big Data Analysis 

There are many benefits of Big Data analysis. The first one is that this type of analysis 

allows to collect data from different sources and types, mixing structured, semi-

structured and unstructured data. Conventional analysis does not allow, or in the best 

case would be too expensive, to carry out this task. 

The second benefit is that an advanced analysis of the data can be carried out to assist 

in the decision-making process producing as a result with very competitive advantages. 

Advanced analysis includes predictive models and pattern analysis, to obtain an 

aggregated worth over data. 

The last benefit is that these analysis are carried out in a short term, quickly. So, 

results are immediately available to satisfy the need of getting useful information at a 

high speed. For very large amount of data, the analysis time could be higher and not in 
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real-time but it will always be lower than performing the same analysis with traditional 

tools and algorithms. 

8.3 Big Data Visualization and Dashboards 

Certainly, tools to visualize Big Data in an effective way are needed. The most common 

tool is Dashboards. Dashboards are graphical representations of KPIs and of any other 

useful information. This kind of tool is focused on assisting in the decision-making 

process. 

There exist many visualization tools for Big Data analysis. For example: 

- MicroStrategy, which is a very complete analysis tool and, apart from Dashboards, it 

also offers the generation of reports.  

- Pentaho is also a very complete tool that includes other products, in addition of 

dashboards, such as reporting and data mining. 

- Knowage (previously known as SpagoBI) is also a very complete tool for business 

analytics and representation. There is a Knowage Community Edition, which is free 

and open source.  

- Microsoft's Power BI is a set of analysis tools for business powered by Microsoft. This 

tool can be mainly used to analyse data and share knowledge. With this tool, it is 

possible to visualize the information in dashboards or reports on any type of device: 

personal computer, tablet or smartphone. 

- Node-RED Dashboards. Node-RED provides a browser-based editor that makes it 

easy to wire together flows using the wide range of nodes in the palette that can be 

deployed to runtime. Although it is an IoT-oriented tool, a dashboard plugin can be 

installed and can be used to visualize information regarding sensors or datasets from 

the urban platform in an easy and practical way. 

- Plotly Dash, which is a framework for building analytical web applications and 

generate visual reports. 

- Tableau, which is a tool that can be used throughout the entire chain of data 

analytics, such as data access, data preparation, content discovering, analytics and 

collaborative reporting. 

- Esri ArcGIS, which is a powerful mapping and location analytics platform that uses 

contextual tools to visualize and analyze data. 

8.3.1 Citizen dashboard: Valencia al Minut 

Valencia City Council has already ongoing projects in charge of design and publish 

useful dashboards for citizens. The Valencia al Minut project [24] provides citizens with 

an information portal to know in real time the state of the city. It shows the frequency of 

urban buses, traffic conditions, capacity of public parking, levels of air particles, 

temperature, terminals and bikes available from the bike sharing service, employment 

evolution, municipal cultural agenda and social networks. 
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The portal works as a bulletin board with interactive information where, at a glance, 

both the citizens and the workers of the City Council can see real-time data on the 

areas of greatest interest, such as sustainable mobility, social welfare, environmental 

sustainability and the council's own governance. 

The portal has been developed with PHP and JavaScript, integrating leaflets or 

modules from other frameworks, such as Twitter readers or GIS applications from Esri 

dashboards. Figure 20 shows the look and feel of this dashboard: 

 

Figure 20. Valencia al Minut dashboard 

8.3.2 High-performance district dashboard 

In the context of MAtchUP project, related to high-performance district interventions 

within energy vertical, smart sensors fetch information from public and private buildings 

and dwellings. The information regarding private buildings is anonymous or 

anonymized when it reaches the urban platform. Only data from public buildings has 

identifiable information like location and individualized measurements, even in real-

time. The rest of measurements are presented in an aggregated manner and using 

historical values. 

The dashboard has been developed using Node-RED, resulting in a modular, dynamic 

and interactive web-based dashboard. Using this tool, the dashboard can be developed 

using visual nodes and connectors, and also programming new functionality using 

JavaScript. Figure 21 shows a screenshot of the process of developing the node 

diagram for the integration of the urban platform data into visual charts and maps using 

Node-RED: 
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Figure 21. Node edition of high-performance district dashboard 

 

Data is retrieved from VLCi through API calls using HTTP and using NGSI to 

communicate with the Context Broker. The process of authentication follows the 

FIWARE standard and is performed using tokens. Public buildings information is 

retrieved at intervals of 15 minutes. The visibility of the location of these public 

buildings can be toggled using the interface, showing information of the buildings 

measured with the deployed sensors. 

Additionally, aggregated data is shown for each area within the district on where 

MAtchUP interventions are focused. Users can select and change the right panel 

information by clicking in any of the colored area in the map representing a 

neighborhood. Information regarding the selected area will appear, showing 

aggregated and average data measured by sensors in this area. Figure 22 illustrates 

the main parts of the dashboard: 
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Figure 22. High-performance district dashboard 

8.4 Application of Machine Learning Methods to Big Data 

Machine Learning (ML) is a scientific discipline included in the field of Artificial 

Intelligence. ML consists is based on system that automatically identify complex 

patterns into large volumes of data. 

There are many Machine Learning applications such as sales prediction, identification 

of user behaviour patterns, detection of intruders into a communication network, etc. 

Machine Learning is related to a large collection of algorithms labelled as ML 

algorithms. Next, we enumerate the most relevant, which are classified into three main 

sets: classification, clustering and association [25]: 

- Classification. The main objective of the algorithms into this group is to predict a 

category or class from a given input data. Classification algorithms are: 

 Naive Bayesian classifier: This algorithm is based on the Bayes theorem, i.e. 

assumes that the value of a particular feature is independent of the value of any 

other feature, given the class variable. This algorithm is mainly used for text 

classification, though it is also used for sentiment classification or medical data 

mining.  

 Support vector machine (SVM): It is an algorithm that represents data in a 

space and classifies data into different classes as a function of a defined vector. 

It can be used for asset identification and stock market forecasting. 

 Artificial neural networks: This algorithm is based on the operating of the 

neurons of a nervous system of animals. The algorithm is composed of simple 

elements called artificial neurons that change their status according to input 

data. The neurons are arranged into levels so that information travels from one 

level to the next one. Previously to the use of a neural network it is necessary to 

train the network so it can perform its work of classification properly. It can be 
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used for prophesying protein localization sites, cytoxicity effect in breast cancer, 

and forecasting electricity generation. 

 Decision tree: It is based on a tree model in which classes or categories are 

represented by leaves and features of the class are represented by the branch. 

It is used to identify risk patients and disease trends, speech recognition, and 

estimating users that pose in a video conference. 

- Clustering. The main goal is to regroup data according to given criteria. Clustering 

algorithms are: 

 Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies (BIRCH): This 

algorithm represents input data as vectors of real data, and groups such vectors 

based on the desired number of clusters. It can be used for filtering real images, 

generating the initial codebook for image compression and outlier detection. 

 K means: This algorithm partitions data in a number of groups, and each 

element belongs to that group for which the mean value is the closest to the 

element value. It can be used to derive meaningful relationships between 

students’ eating habits and tendency of getting cold, customer segmentation 

and image segmentation. 

- Association. The main goal of this group of algorithms is to detect interesting 

relationships among data. Association algorithms are: 

 Apriori algorithm: This algorithm is based on finding frequent data sets in an 

efficient way. These sets are useful to create association rules for data. It is 

mainly used to find out hidden data patterns.  

 Frequent Pattern (FP) growth: It is based on finding frequent item sets without 

using candidate generations, thus improving performance. It is mainly used to 

find the most frequent access pattern generated from the web log data. 

The application of the different ML techniques depends on the problem that has to be 

solved and the amount and kind of available data.  

In the field of smart cities, different Machine Learning applications are going to be 

developed. As long as the development process is more advanced, more detail will be 

cast on the objectives and methods followed for the particular ML application designed. 

8.5 Big Data Collection and Analysis 

Big Data Analysis can be defined as the process of examining large volumes of data to 

discover patterns, correlations, trends, preferences and other valuable information that 

helps decision-making. 

The main interventions involving Big Data analysis are shown below: 

8.5.1 Eco-driving patterns 

In action A.24, this type of analysis is carried out in order to discover particular patterns 

of bus driving. With this information, we will be able to advice drivers so that their 

driving becomes more efficient. 

Input data: 
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- Position 

- Speed 

- Acceleration 

- Power without auxiliary systems 

- Battery energy 

- Occupancy 

- Temperature 

Algorithm: 

Each bus periodically performs an urban route which is known and will be evaluated 

(position). A data segmentation process will be needed in order to map the input data 

to the route instance. Since the real-time battery energy is not representative of the 

eco-driving pattern, the only way to evaluate this parameter is by calculating the energy 

consumption during each of the routes (by subtracting the battery level at the beginning 

and at the end of the route). 

The temperature will also be an important variable to evaluate (over a complete year), 

since the performance of the battery depends on this seasonal input variable. Also the 

occupancy is important, since the electric power required to accelerate the bus will 

depend on its gross mass, including the passengers, not only on the eco-driving 

pattern. 

Also, the usage of regenerative brake versus friction brake should be taken into 

account. Electric buses are equipped with two different brakes: the regenerative and 

the friction ones. The usage of the regenerative brake implies recharging the 

supercapacitors, on the contrary of the usage of the friction brake. Therefore, a more 

aware use of the brake can significantly change the eco-driving pattern. 

Considering all these input variables, a K-means clustering algorithm will be used for 

eco-driving behaviour discovery. The parameter used in the K-means experiment is K, 

which illustrates the number of clusters. 

Output: 

The output will be eco-driving patterns that will be used in real-time to alert the driver 

when the driving behaviour is not eco-friendly (for example, avoiding high accelerations 

which damage the battery and increases the power consumption or using the friction 

brake, which do not regenerates the brake energy). 

8.6 Evaluation of Results 

Analysis of data, mechanisms and algorithms will be reported later in the final version 

of this deliverable attending to the actions that involve the use of big data analysis. 

Results will be used for empowerment actions of citizens and for entrepreneurs, or for 

any citizen who wants to use these data to create their own applications or to perform 

data analysis. 
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9 Action Plan 

All the actions from Valencia Demo site are reflected in deliverable D2.14, including 

those that have an ICT component, i.e. a clear relationship with the Valencia Urban 

Platform. 

Regarding specific actions from ICT vertical, the integration of actions with the urban 

platform hugely depends on the development and placement of sensors (A.4, A.5). 

During these two years, the necessary sensors have been developed to obtain 

information from homes, with data on both energy consumption and comfort. In 

addition, more kind of sensors have also been developed to take measurements on 

means of transport (hybrid and e-buses, and other e-vehicles). Likewise, the necessary 

data models for sending and storing all the collected information have been designed. 

Since these data models follow the FIWARE standard, they facilitate the vertical 

interoperability. All the information regarding this topic is contained in deliverable 

D2.23. 

First tests have been carried out sending data from real sensors to the platform and 

showing the measured data in dashboards. The visualized data will contain information 

from both public and private buildings. Also, data will be shown in real-time for 

individualized public buildings and aggregated for historical values of private dwellings. 

The architecture is now prepared for beginning with the installation of sensors in real 

buildings and houses to test the process and deal with any communication problem 

that may arise. Once the deployment is completed, we will be able to start the 

monitoring process. 

When the platform has enough data, the information can be visualized through 

dashboards directly or by analyzing and obtaining KPIs. KPIs extraction will be based 

on the results of WP5, where indicators are studied and a list of proper indicators are 

proposed for the MAtchUP project. 

Figure 23 shows the estimated timeline diagram, which summarizes the status of 

developments and interventions that are related to the sending and processing of data 

in the urban platform. 

Tasks 2019 2020 

 
S O N D J F M A M J J A S O N D 

Real data from sensor 
integration with VLCi 

                

Deployment of sensors                 

Measurement tests                 

ETL process developments                  

Dashboard developments                 

Figure 23. Estimated timeline diagram for interventions 
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10 Conclusion 

The Valencia urban platform is a mature platform with a high degree of penetration into 

the city and one of the first and most complete urban platforms in Europe. However, as 

new sensors and services appear, the platform needs to be extended and adapted to 

be able to receive the information collected by these new sensors and to be able to 

offer the new services to the public. 

As seen in the project outcomes and commented in this deliverable, the platform has 

been extended in various ways. One way to extend the platform is to add new data 

models and sensors to accommodate the information collected. This also implies the 

development of the necessary agents so that the communication is compatible 

between platform and sensors. For the sake of transparency, the datasets of this 

collected data are published openly in the open data portal. Also, in order to improve 

utility, new APIs have been created so that both citizens and entrepreneurs can access 

these new data programmatically, opening new business models. 

The amount of data obtained can be large and, in order to perform a correct analysis of 

data, Big Data analysis approach may be required in some cases. Therefore, a study of 

tools for Big Data analysis has been necessary. The results of the study lead to the 

creation of indicators or KPIs, useful in monitoring the impact of the project 

interventions and the status of the Smart City. These results can be analyzed in reports 

or, more visually, using dashboards. Therefore, several dashboards have been 

developed that allow the visualization of data, both in real time or historical data, and 

also indicators and key values, in a more intuitive and direct way. 

Therefore, in this deliverable, the current state of development of the Urban Platform 

adaptation specifications in the city of Valencia has been explained. First of all, the 

requirements and specifications of the urban platform are described, specifying the 

components needed for providing the city services involved in this project. Then, the 

Urban Platform of Valencia (VLCi platform) is detailed, enumerating some reference 

architectures for urban platforms and related European urban projects. Additionally, the 

integration strategies of new services are described for Valencia taking into account the 

pillars or verticals in the project, which are mobility, energy and ICT, and identifying 

strategies for social and non-technical interventions. 

Moreover, this deliverable deals with open data adaptation in VLCi, taking into account 

topics about operability, privacy and security of the open datasets and data sources. In 

this sense, VLCi open APIs are studied from the point of view of API adaptation, 

describing existing APIs and enumerating new possible APIs for the city. Furthermore, 

in order to analyse which Big Data functionalities and adaptation operations are 

required in the urban platform, this deliverable deals with big data analysis platforms, 

identifying useful operations and functions for the project datasets that can be included 

and used within this project. Also, the action plan is described, defining the tasks, 

actions and interventions that are already done and those that are planned for the 

future. 

In summary, by extending and adapting Valencia urban platform, the city will be able to 

provide new services to citizens, improving the quality of life and well-being, while 

increasing transparency and business opportunities for entrepreneurs. 
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